FRIDAY LETTER
NOVEMBER 20, 2015
ADMINISTRATION
City Recorder – Cindy Hughes
The City Council meeting agenda of November 24, 2015, includes the continuation of a public
hearing regarding amendments to Title 17 (Zoning) of the Eagle Point Municipal Code to
establish administrative authority to reactivate and extend certain expired planning actions. In
addition, an Ordinance regarding the public hearing will be deliberated.
Upcoming Meetings:
City Council – November 24 – 7:00 p.m. – City Hall
Economic Development Commission – December 7 – 6:00 p.m. – City Hall
City Council – December 8 – 7:00 p.m. – City Hall
City Council – December 22 – 7:00 p.m. – City Hall - Tentative
Parks and Recreation Commission – December meeting cancelled.

FINANCE - MELISSA OWENS, FINANCE DIRECTOR
Staff is currently working to finalize the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR). As
part of the CAFR, we are required to write and include with the CAFR, a Management
Discussion and Analysis (MD&A). The MD&A is a report from management that accompanies
the financial statements. It explains the period’s financial results and enables management to
discuss topics that may not be apparent in the financial statements. It gives more of the ‘bottom
line’ information regarding how the year went while the rest of the financial report contains more
detailed information.
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I am currently updating trend analysis reports for all funds. This is a big project because it is
much like creating a 10 year budget, complete with projecting payroll, payroll related expenses,
insurance costs, the costs related to operations and maintenance and the cost of major projects.
The trend analysis is an important tool for us as we head into the budget season. It helps us look
into the future to see what ramifications there may be down the road for those decisions we make
now.
The Capital Improvement Project Lists (CIPs) are an important foundation for the budget, the
projections and also the upcoming System Development Charge (SDC) study. Finance will
spend quite a bit of time working with Public Works as we look at the CIPs and how the projects
can fit into the upcoming years and how they fit in with the SDC study that is budgeted for this
year. The CIPs will be coming to the City Council during a workshop before we get too far into
the SDC study.
PERS released the advisory rates this week for the biennium beginning July 1, 2017. These
advisory rates are expected to be approved for the 2017-19 cycle. Advisory rates are not binding
but provide a close approximation to what employers can expect to pay. There were a couple of
factors that are causing an increase in rates. The Oregon Supreme Court’s rejection of 2013
PERS reforms has caused rates to increase. In addition, there has been a decrease in earnings and
an increase in retiree longevity that has impacted the rates. Uniformed Police Officers are the
only employees that participate in the PERS program. The City’s rates should go up
approximately 3%.

POLICE - CHIEF VERN THOMPSON
Last week, we experienced a failure in our public camera (views Centennial Plaza) and
discovered that someone must has climbed onto the roof of Jackson County School District #9
administration building and unplugged the system. It was apparent after having the city crew
bring over the lift bucket that the system could not have “unplugged” itself by the way the
system is designed. Al Artman from public works plugged the system back in and zipped tied
the plug-ins to deter another possible system failure. In addition, I did notify the school district
to look at their ladder system and see if some prevention is in order.
Police standardized testing for entry-level candidates begins tomorrow in the council chambers
for thirteen potential and future police candidates. The written test is a requirement and used to
rate the candidates by written score. A few veterans will be testing with us. Oral boards will be
scheduled later in December.
Senior Officer Robert Leonard conducted a follow-up on a burglary that occurred to a residence
in the varying phases of construction on Oak Point Dr. Officer Leonard was walking a wooded
area when he encountered two transients sleeping in an area just outside Oak Point Dr. Property
taken in the burglary was quickly identified and the two transients were arrested. Good work
Officer Leonard!!
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PARKS AND RECREATION
The Parks and Recreation Commission will not hold a meeting in November or December, as the
meeting dates conflict with Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday weeks. The next regular
meeting is scheduled for Monday, January 25, 2016 at 7:00 p.m. in City Council Chambers.
Agenda and packet information will be distributed to commissioners and available on the City
website the Friday prior to the meeting. Check the Parks and Recreation Commission page of
the city website for up to date meeting packets, agendas, minutes, and to find out the new and
exciting things in the works for Eagle Point Parks and Recreation.

PUBLIC WORKS – ROBERT MILLER, PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Public Works has been very busy with winter preparation, leaf pickup, ongoing development,
contract close out of summer construction projects, South Shasta Path, Main Street Lights,
USDA Water System Improvements, the E. Main Street/Stevens Road Improvements, and
beginning preparation/updates of the Capital Improvement Project lists for Stormwater, Water,
Streets, Parks, and General Fund for the next 20 years.
Maintenance and Operations
Winter preparation has been the focus of Public Works. Detention Ponds have been cleared at
Devonwood, North Heights, Crystal, and at the Dianne Way Wetlands.

Crystal Detention Pond
In addition to the normally scheduled street sweeping two days each week, additional sweeping
occurred with the beginning of leaf pickup. Public Works cleared leaves at the City Parks. Park
signs were installed by Public Works at Lucas Park including loading zone, handicap, bike/ped
warning, and stop signs.
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Leaf Pickup began Monday, November 16, and will run through December 18. With the
addition of two temporary employees, leaves were picked up at curbside throughout the City
(over 1350 bags in the first 4 days alone).
Contract patching was performed for water breaks previously repaired on Christa, Brandi, and
Robert Trent Jones.
Contract clearing was completed for the Buchanan System from Little Butte Creek to Dianne
Way/Minerva, and for the DeAnjou system behind the businesses along Highway 62 (Subway to
Ray’s Food Place). Keeping the irrigation/storm diches clean is a major prevention of flooding.
The Candis Diversion was opened, allowing the diversion of the Little Butte Irrigation pipe into
the City’s storm system in high water events.

Capital Improvement Projects for 2015/16
Downtown Lighting Phase 3
Construction began the week of November 9, 2015 for the Main Street Phase 3 project by
DeVore Electric and Construction. The contractor bored under the sidewalk, parking lot, and
Main Street to minimize impacts to the public. Nine lights are scheduled to be installed before
the Christmas holiday break between Platt Avenue and Bob Moore Park/Old Fire Station
property.
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Contractor auguring for the light pole foundations.
Water System Improvements
Design and construction of the Water System Improvements continues. Ongoing efforts in the
past two weeks include: completion of zoning, water system modeling, pump system design, and
coordination with the proposed adjacent development. Eagle Point Planning coordinated with
Jackson County Planning to determine that no planning actions are required for the project.
South Shasta Avenue Improvements (Creekside Widening).
The South Shasta Avenue Improvements began Tuesday, October 20, 2015, and is progressing
quickly. Storm system, utility relocation, rough grading, and structural section for the new
widened path and bike lanes have been completed. Curb/gutter and sidewalk are anticipated to
be constructed over the next two weeks.
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String line for curb and gutter
E. Main Street/Stevens Road Improvements
Coordination continued with ODOT and potential consultants on the E. Main Street/Stevens
Road Improvements. Staff and ODOT coordinated to complete the request for proposal. ODOT
anticipates the RFP to be available at the end of November.
Lucas Park Restrooms
The Eagle Point Parks Foundation submitted a grant to the Ford Foundation for the Lucas Park
restrooms. Design of the restrooms will begin in December.
Development
Coordination continued for the Eagle Point National Cemetery Expansion. The project was
advertised, but not approved to date for contruction by the Veteran’s Administration. The project
will expand the cemetery to the south of Riley Road, adjacent to the 4.0 MG Tank site.
Sienna Hills Phase 2 completed rough grading and installation of the sewer and storm system
for the 17-home subdivision located off DeAnjou Avenue. Structural section work on the road is
anticipated over the next two weeks.
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Sienna HIlls Phase 2 Construction
Coordination on the Eagle Landing Parking Lot continued. The new parking lot will be
constructed adjacent to Old Highway 62, across from Harnish Wayside Park.

Streetlights on Sellwood Drive
Streetlights were installed on Sienna Hills Phase IV. The project infrastructure has been
approved by the City to begin the issuance of building permits.
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Coordination was completed for the property at Pebble Creek Drive and Oak Hills Drive to
modify the existing easement. Coordination continued to modify the storm easement for the
vacant lot at the corner of Dianne Way and Highlands. As building and development continues,
many of the more difficult lots are being pursued for construction.
Eagle Point Spray Park
The Spray Park Working Group continued reviewing potential ideas and design parameters. The
next step is a field review of the spray park in Central Point for lessons learned, and the contact
of spray park companies for designs.
Other Activites
Staff attended the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization Technical Advisory Team
meeting.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – MIKE UPSTON, PLANNING DIRECTOR
Building and Development – Sara Miller
November 6-19, 2015 we received 22 new permit applications, issued 11 permits, and worked on
more than 50 additional permits. Permits currently in review or waiting to be issued include:
 A number of single family dwelling permits.
 Several mechanical permits.
 Several electrical permits.
 Several plumbing permits.
 Drive-Through coffee stand permit.
Our department continues to be very busy with the following:
 Permit inquiries, fee estimates, and permit processing.
 Property history inquiries.
 Public records requests.
 Preparing the city newsletter.
 Cross-training with other employees.
 Creating/updating Eagle Point Building Department procedures.
 Assisting Code Enforcement with property research.
 Planning and building archive filing.
 Field inspections.
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While he was performing inspections around town our Building Official Dale Bohannan was
fortunate to capture this image of a bald eagle roosting in a nearby tree.
Planning Commission
The Planning Commission will not hold a meeting in December. The next regular meeting is
tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, January 19, 2016 at 7:00 p.m. in City Council Chambers.
Agenda and packet information is distributed to commissioners and available on the City website
one week prior to the meeting. For up to date meeting packets, agendas and minutes, check out
the Planning Commission page of the city website.
Economic Development Commission
The Economic Development Commission will hold its regular meeting on Monday, December
7th and discuss the following:






Economic Development Strategy Implementation – Action Item 2.F: Inquiry as to what
prompted businesses to locate within Eagle Point. Status report from Commissioners
Parsons and Rademacher.
Economic Development Strategy Implementation – Action Item 5.B: Review the
calendar of community events and discuss what the commission can do to encourage and
support additional events hosted by groups other than the city. Ongoing discussion initiated
at the Commission’s September 2015 meeting.
Economic Development Strategy Implementation – Action Item 5.D: Conversation
regarding the preservation and promotion of historic resources in the Town Center.
Economic Development Strategy Implementation – Action Item 5.E: Update on possible
electronic reader board sign along Highway 62. Report from Commissioner Bilden on a
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possible sharing of cost, maintenance and content management between the city and school
district, and a regulatory update from staff.
Economic Development Strategy Implementation – Action Item 2.I: Preparation for the
Annual Economic Forum, to be held in January 2016 (specific date TBD).

Sienna Hills Development Progress
We’ve received the final subdivision plan drawing for Sienna Hills Phase 4. This is the active
phase of development within the larger Sienna Hills Subdivision that we’ve been reporting on for
the past few months as the developer has been completing the plat infrastructure required prior to
final subdivision approval. Below is the layout they’ve been building to.
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Status on the Strategic Assessment
As we’ve been reporting during the 2nd half of this year, the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning
Organization (RVMPO), along with its member jurisdictions and state agencies, has been
working on what’s called a “Strategic Assessment.” In short, this is a way to gauge how well our
collective land use and transportation plans/policies are expected to influence how well we
improve our transportation network, travel costs, and air quality into future years.
At the November 16th meeting of the RVMPO’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), the
Oregon Dept of Transportation and Dept of Land Conservation & Development presented the
following Regional Strategic Planning Model (RSPM) outputs for our adopted plans:
Adopted Plan Results
• Land Uses - Urbanized areas (acres), Mixed use residential living, housing type (SF:MF)
• Populations Living in Mixed Use areas - 2010 & 2038 Maps
• Mobility - Daily vehicle miles travelled (VMT) per capita, annual walk trips, daily bike miles,
transit service miles
• Economy - Household vehicle ownership costs, household vehicle operating costs, all vehicle
delay per capita (hours)
• Daily VMT per capita - 2010 & 2038 Maps
• Energy - Average all vehicle fuel efficiency (mpg), annual all vehicle fuel consumption per
capita (gallons), annual external social costs per household (unpaid)
• Environment - Annual greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per capita, commercial GHG/mile,
Clean Air Act criteria pollutants, GHG reductions per capita from implementation of adopted
plans and ambitious State led actions (19% target)
Local Policies
• Menu of options for local/regional policies to support achievement of regional objectives
• Opportunity to share ideas on existing local policies. Individual jurisdictions are studying the
various local policies in order to consider potential plan revisions to facilitate reaching various
goals (e.g. public transit, single occupancy vehicles, demand management, etc.)
Sensitivity Testing (see the colored table and bar chart below)
• Are plans reaching community goals?
• What more ambitious plans are effective in meeting goals?
• How resilient are alternative paths?
Next Steps:
1) TAC feedback regarding whether the above outputs will provide useful/relevant information
2) TAC input on the Draft Report
3) Completion of the Draft Final Report
4) Report to Policy Committee
5) RSPM incorporated into next Regional Transportation Plan update (more on this below)
Products:
1) Strategic Assessment Report
2) Local Policy Tool Kit
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3) Interactive, web-based scenario viewer
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Regional Transportation Plan Update
The Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization (RVMPO) and its member jurisdictions
have begun updating the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), which will be adopted in 2017 and
cover a 25 year period through 2042. One of the first parts of the RTP being reviewed is the
chapter which sets forth the Goals, Policies, Potential Actions and Performance Measures.
Below is a listing of the Goals and Policies from the 2013 – 38 RTP. The updated versions are
expected to include stronger wording and more transit and freight oriented language.
Note that the Potential Actions and Performance Indicators have been left out in order to
reduce the length of this report. Follow this link if you’re interested in seeing those too:
http://rvmpo.org/images/plans-and-programs/RTP/updated-March-2013/RF_20132038RegionalTransportationPlan-COPY.pdf
Goal 1: Plan for, develop and maintain a balanced multi-modal transportation system that
will address existing and future needs.
Policies:
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1-1: Improve the accessibility, connectivity, efficiency and viability of the transportation system
for all users.
1-2: As transportation facilities are developed in urban areas, use design standards, landscaping
and other amenities to encourage people to walk and ride bicycles.
1-3: Use MPO structure as a forum to develop a multi-modal transportation system.
1-4: Encourage land uses, design standards and funding opportunities that support public
transportation.
1-5: The RVMPO establishes Long-Term Potential (LTP) corridor areas where planning for
future road connections beyond the planning horizon is probable.
Goal 2: Optimize Safety and Security of the transportation system.
Policies:
2-1: Work with other agencies to promote traffic safety education and awareness.
2-2: Inventory crash-prone areas and place a higher priority on investments that correct safetyrelated deficiencies in all modes.
2-3: Coordinate with emergency-response agencies to design and operate a transportation system
that supports timely and safe emergency response.
2-4: Reduce vulnerability of the public, goods movement, and critical transportation
infrastructure to crime, emergencies and natural hazards.
2-5: Support development of alternate transportation routes to respond to emergency needs.
Goal 3: Use transportation investments to foster compact, livable unique communities.
Policies:
3-1: Recognize the connection between transportation efficiency and land use and densities.
3-2: Promote street and pathway connectivity for non-motorized users.
3-3: Provide environmentally sensitive and healthy transportation options.
3-4: Identify and support beneficial human health effects when planning and funding
transportation projects.
3-5: Consider potential environmental impacts and mitigation to maintain and restore affected
environmental functions in consultation with appropriate federal, state and local agencies.
Goal 4: Develop a plan that can be funded and reflects stewardship of public funds.
Policies:
4-1: Develop innovative and sound funding policies to implement the RTP. Ensure that costs of
planned improvements are consistent with policies.
4-2: Prioritize investments to preserve the existing transportation system.
Goal 5: Maximize efficient use of transportation infrastructure for all users and modes.
Policies:
5-1: Add or remove traffic signals and signal networks, including interstate access ramp signals,
to improve system efficiency.
5-2: Optimize intersection and interchange design.
5-3: Manage street access to improve traffic flow.
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5-4: Effectively integrate technology with transportation infrastructure consistent with RVMPO
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) program.
Goal 6: Use diverse strategies to reduce reliance on single-occupant vehicles.
Policies:
6-1: Support Transportation Demand Management strategies.
6-2: Facilitate alternative parking strategies to encourage walking, bicycling, carpooling and
transit.
6-3: Enhance bicycle and pedestrian systems.
6-4: Support transit service.
Goal 7: Provide an open and balanced process for planning and developing the
transportation system.
Policies:
7-1: Coordinate existing and future land use and development with plans for the transportation
system (Note: this pertains to the local and regional system).
7-2: Conduct outreach consistent with the RVMPO Public Participation Plan to acquire public
input in the planning process.
7-3: Coordinate local, state, and regional transportation planning through the RVMPO.
7-4: Decisions will be consistent with federal and state regulations, including the Oregon
Highway Plan, the Transportation Planning Rule and the Clean Air Act.
Goal 8: Use transportation investments to foster economic opportunities.
Policies:
8-1: Accommodate travel demand to create a regional transportation system that supports the
local economy.
8-2: Consider effects on freight mobility when prioritizing projects.
8-3: Support projects that reduce and remove identified barriers to safe, reliable and efficient
goods movement.
8-4: Support projects serving commercial, industrial and resource-extraction lands where an
inadequate transportation network impedes freight-generating development.
8-5: Plan for enhanced train-truck-transit interface for movement of goods and people.
CITY VACATION OF
WATERLINE
EASEMENT
The City has received a
second request to vacate
a portion of its easement
for the abandoned
waterline which runs
from the water tank off
Riley Road out to the
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former Camp White military training center - now the So OR Rehabilitation Center for Military
Veterans at 8495 Crater Lake Hwy in White City. The first portion vacated by the City (2013)
extended through the 40 acre property northeast of the intersection of Alta Vista Road and
Robert Trent Jones Jr Boulevard. This second request involves a segment that crosses the Eagle
Point Golf Course to the immediate west of the first segment. As concluded in 2013, this
abandoned waterline and easement does not appear to be of public use or value to the City. A
decision on this will occur at an upcoming City Council meeting.
MAJOR PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT REVIEW

Eagle Point Community Bible Church Expansion, expected to be decided on by the Planning
Commission February or March 2016.

Idlewood Subdivision, recently approved and pending site engineering prior to final subdivision.
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Cottonwood Subdivision, recently approved and pending site engineering prior to final subdivision.

Eagle Crest Overlook Subdivision, expected to be decided on by the Planning Commission and
City Council February and March 2016.
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